Integrating Sample Preparation: Integrating Sample Preparation of Chemical & Biological Agents, Threats & Pathogens into Detection, Identification & Analysis Technologies & Devices - Conference Documentation & Webcast

Description:

Integrating SAMPLE PREPARATION conference webcast, a part of the Knowledge Foundation's Detection Technologies Conference Series - an internationally recognized meeting for experts in sample preparation technologies for detection, identification and analysis of biological and chemical agents and threats, will explore the latest R&D developments as well as ready-to-market technologies by exploring the following topical areas:

- Increasing recognition of sample preparation as the biggest challenge for biodefense and biomed detection applications
- Sample preparation as a separate system vs. an integrated module approach
- End-user prospective for biodetection and sampling technologies and devices
- Is remote detection without sample preparation a viable option?
- Major challenges of sample preparation system integration approach
- Recent advances standalone sample preparation systems technology development
- Point-of-care/clinical applications for pathogen/virus/threat sampling, detection and analysis
- Food, water, air, and environmental sampling
- Alternative and disruptive approaches to sample preparation technologies

Our group of leading experts from government, academia and industry will address the following discussion issues of focused technology development and implementation:

- Robust methodologies for sample collection, (pre-)concentration, lysis, and target extraction
- Sample preparation with micro- and nanofluidics
- Novel methods of extraction from tough (non-filterable) matrices
- Nucleic acid or protein based sample prep for next generation sequencing
- Nanotechnology and miniaturization challenges for sample preparation
- New assay and sequencing technologies for sample preparation, detection and analysis
- Field-ready devices: compatibility/reliability/scalability
- Reducing false positives by adequate sample preparation and processing

Contents:

Ignoring the Detector: Fast, Modular, Agnostic Sample Preparation
Maxim Shusteff, Center for Meso-, Micro- and Nano-Technologies, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Lawrence Livermore National Lab has demonstrated a series of microfluidic devices to separate broad classes of particles from complex samples. We use acoustic focusing to extract large cells, dielectrophoresis (DEP) to filter bacteria, isotachophoresis (ITP) to concentrate and extract nucleic acids, and thermal on-chip lysis to release cell contents. The design is modular such that the devices can be configured to suit many types of input samples and a variety of downstream detection methods.

Complete In-Cartridge Sample Preparation for Rapid Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing
Vincent Gau, PhD, CEO, President, CTO and Co-Founder, Genefluidics
An integrated diagnostic compact system to enable clinicians to direct point-of-care (POC), evidence-based selection of antibiotics for treatment of acute bacterial infections is presented to include sample/reagent delivery, mixing, lysing, 37°C incubation, stringency washing and electrochemical detection. The feasibility, accuracy and reproducibility of cartridge-based rapid antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) are demonstrated on raw urine samples. Escherichia coli spiked in urine and Staphylococcus epidermidis spiked in whole blood are loaded into cartridges under different antibiotics conditions. The AST culture time inside the cartridge can be as short as 75 minutes followed by the 30-min pathogen ID assay. All fluidic controls are automated by the reader/manifold system with a built-in multi-channel potentiostat.

Integrated Lab-On-A-Chip for 8-Plex Pathogen Detection
Claudia Gärtner, PhD, CEO, microfluidic ChipShop GmbH, Germany
We present the development of an 8-plex pathogen detection lab-on-a-chip system which integrates all
steps from sample input to pathogen identification on a single microfluidic cartridge. It combines sample prep, amplification and on-chip reagent storage. The individual microfluidic functionalities can be combined for a wide range of applications.

**Seamless Sample to Answer BioAnalytical and Diagnostic Systems**

Michael J. Heller, PhD, Professor, Depts of Bioengineering and Nanoengineering University of California San Diego*

We have developed a unique sample to answer dielectrophoretic (DEP) device for in-situ isolation, processing and identification of disease biomarkers (ctcf-DNA), cancer cells, bacteria and virus from complex samples (blood, etc.). For example, the device allows specific bacteria to be isolated, cell lysis and DNA extraction carried out, followed by PCR or other detection/analyses in same device chamber. Complex sample preparation for DNA sequencing applications can also be carried out.

*In collaboration with: Avery Sonnenberg, UCSD

**Field Laboratory Analysis, Perspectives from a Soldier Scientist**

Kurt E. Schaecher, PhD, Major, US Army

The initial detection of agents, biological or chemical, almost never starts in a hardened laboratory facility; they start in the field with a mobile laboratory. Deploying these mobile laboratories takes a great deal of time, effort, and logistical support. Often, mobile laboratories are set up in less than optimal environments, requiring that shelters, tents, etc. are able to withstand harsh conditions. Sensitive laboratory equipment, normally not meant to be moved from a hardened facility, must be moved in the case of responding in the field. Thus, detection equipment must be built with an extra requirement for robustness. The purpose of this presentation is to give technology developers a clear perspective of field detection and all the factors involved therein.

**Universal Sample Preparation with Target Enrichment**

Darren S. Gray, PhD, Senior Laboratory Scientist, Chem-Bio Detection, FLIR

FLIR's universal sample preparation platform rapidly isolates nucleic acids and proteins from multiple input types without sample splitting. Threat levels are stratified by analyzing intact threats separately from free biomolecules. High sensitivity is achieved by concentrating target nucleic acids from pathogens, while excluding irrelevant nucleic acids from humans, plants, etc. Superior inhibitor removal, and options to collect viable cells or HMW nucleic acids, enables integration with a range of assays, from PCR and immunoassays to mass spec and NextGen sequencing.

**Practical Developments in Surface Sampling and Detection**

Peter J. White, PhD, Detection Department, Defense Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL) Porton Down, United Kingdom

Surface sampling for hazardous material in deliberately contaminated environments presents many technical challenges to users at the frontline. This talk will highlight those challenges, from an end user perspective, and introduce two novel sampling technologies, developed at DSTL, that aim to provide simple cost effective practical solutions. First, the development of an ergonomic integrated sampling and detection device that uses lateral flow technology and secondly the verification of a sampling technique that uses soluble adhesive films for the efficient recovery of biological material from a range of surface types.

**New Selective Vaporization Based Sample Preparation and Detection Method**

R. Andrew McGill, PhD, Section Head, Materials & Sensors, Naval Research Laboratory

We have developed a new approach which can selectively vaporize low vapor pressure chemicals present on surfaces to be immediately detected by a detector. We utilize a miniature quantum cascade laser (QCL) to direct infrared light of a particular wavelength to selectively couple light and heat the chemical on a surface. This raises the vapor pressure substantially with a low power small sized add on unit to the detector.

**Infrared Amenable Sampling Methods for Water and Surface Based Agent Detection**

Carl P. Tripp, PhD, President, OSS Inc, and Professor of Chemistry, University of Maine

This talk will discuss new sampling methods that are best described as solid phase infrared amenable extraction processes that enable detection of the concentrated agents via FTIR analysis. Traditional (non-infrared amenable) solid phase extraction methods are widely used for pre-concentrating agents from water, which are subsequently eluted with a reagent/solvent and injected into a detector. In our approach, both collection and detection are performed directly on the same device, thereby eliminating the need for eluting reagents and sample processing steps. Once fully extracted, the concentrated agent is simply detected via infrared spectral analysis directly through the device itself with no further sample handling.

**Integratable Bioparticle Concentrator for Autonomous Systems**

David S. Alburty, CEO, InnovaPrep LLC
InnovaPrep has introduced the first fully automated, efficient and robust sample prep instrument built for ease of integration into sample collection/detection systems. The InnovaPrep technology concentrates dilute particles in a liquid. Nowhere is this more important than for the preparation of biological samples for trace analysis. The system separates the particles from the fluid, and then delivers them in a highly concentrated form in a user-selected final fluid and volume format. The process is highly efficient and effective over a wide range of particle sizes from 5 nanometers to 20 microns. The InnovaPrep instruments use a concentration cell containing a hydrophilic hollow fiber membrane filters to capture biological agents and other particles from a relatively large volume of liquid. After collection, the particles are efficiently captured into volumes as small as 40 µL using a proprietary foam extraction method. Two InnovaPrep concentrators were used to process samples extracted from environmental filters, to determine the longevity and consistency of concentration cells scaled for the BioWatch Gen3 program. Membrane deterioration could be readily determined by monitoring base performance with time.

An Easy-to-Use, Hand-Held, Self-Contained Sample Preparation Module for Low-Resource Settings
Season Wong, PhD, Senior Research Scientist, Lynntech, Inc.
This presentation will cover the development of Lynntech's Sample Preparation Module (SPM) which delivers high quality nucleic acid for molecular analysis. Our handheld SPM is powered by AA batteries or can be operated in a battery-less manual mode. The SPM is a closed-system that prevents cross-contamination. We will demonstrate its utilities using a range of samples. Rapid detection of nucleic acid in a non-laboratory setting will also be discussed.

Automating Molecular Biology for NGS Library Preparation (Included in Conference Documentation Only)
Kamlesh Patel, PhD, Senior Member of the Technical Staff, Microfluidics Department, Sandia National Laboratories
DNA sample preparation for next generation sequencers still relies on slow, labor-intensive steps. We have developed a digital microfluidic (DMF) hub that interfaces multiple discrete sample processing modules to automate clinically-derived DNA library preparation. We will present our progress in integrating multi-step workflows to maximize the sensitivity of state-of-the-art NGS for unknown pathogen detection by enriching informative nucleic acid sequences (from the pathogen) and suppressing background DNA (from the host).

Standardizing and Accelerating Analytical Sample Preparation - Flexible, Easy, and Rugged
Annie Schnyder, PhD, Director HT Experimentation, Chemspeed Technologies AG, Switzerland
The need for increased efficiency in the laboratory has kick-started the development of innovative equipment for workflow automation. For this reason instruments are being used for sequential / parallel, unattended Sample Preparation, Pretreatment, Digestion and Analysis. Multiple dispensing of solid and liquid samples, sample treatment, work-up steps, centrifugation & SPE purification are only some of the workflow steps. Using a selection of case studies, this presentation shows how a variety of challenging parallel sample preparation workflows have been fully automated.

An Integrated System for Sample Processing and Diagnostics for Field Applications
Jose Alveo, Integrated Nano-Technologies, LLC
Integrated Nano-Technologies has now successfully integrated sample processing and diagnostics into a field-able system for rapid testing. The system is being used to detect pathogens in patient samples, insect vectors, and complex environmental samples. Currently the system is identifying nucleic acid sequences, but is being modified to also carry out immunodiagnostics.

Sample Preparation in Resource-Limited Areas
Yousef Haj-Ahmad, PhD, Professor, Founder, Norgen Biotek Corp., Canada
Current nucleic acid-based assays have limited use in resource-limited areas due to complexity and cost. With most research focused on amplification and detection, sample preparation remains a bottleneck in the development of point-of-care diagnostics. Norgen has developed a sample preparation method based on its technology which allows for the isolation of high quality analytes from biological samples and is well suited to nucleic acid-based assays in resource-limited settings.

Pressure Cycling Technology (PCT) for Improved Preparation and Analysis of Biothreat Agents and Infectious Microbial Samples
Bradford Powell, PhD, PMP, Founder & CSO, Cernomics Solutions, representing Pressure BioSciences, Inc.*
Biological threat agents and other infectious microbial samples present multiple challenges to maintaining safety during handling, preparation and analysis. The use of conventional methods to homogenize and extract dangerous bacteria, virus, and invertebrate vectors can create deadly aerosols. Unfortunately, traditional pre-treatment methods for biological inactivation (e.g., autoclave, ionizing radiation, oxidizers) modify or destroy the biological molecules intended for analysis. Popular extraction procedures that isolate
analytes by molecular class further diminish supply, which can be limited, and often confound strategies for multiplexing. Finally, the design of integrated test capabilities for use outside of the laboratory is complicated by bona fide specimen matrix issues (host tissues, soil substrate) and the lack of infrastructure (containment equipment, electricity, cold storage), which are heightened by the infectious nature of the samples. Aiming for safety, simplicity, quality, and robust fieldability, we have developed and demonstrated a novel pressure cycling technology (PCT)-based platform for simultaneous inactivation and preparation of dangerous biological samples, including arthropod-borne bacteria and viruses, and bacterial spores. Discussion will include background descriptions of the technology gap and proposed solution, with preliminary results for safe and convenient inactivation, extraction, and assay of protein and nucleic acid markers.*In collaboration with: Nathan Lawrence, Pressure BioSciences, Inc.

Improving the Methodologies for Identification of Campylobacter spp. from Foods by Molecular Techniques
Omar A. Oyarzabal, PhD, Associate Professor of Microbiology, Dept of Biological Sciences, Alabama State University
Campylobacter spp. are bacterial foodborne pathogens of major importance in public health. These bacteria are in low numbers in retail broiler meat and the enrichment of the samples is necessary for isolation and further identification. This presentation will summarize our work for several years to improve and simplify the isolation of these bacteria from food samples. Different molecular techniques to detect Campylobacter spp. will also be reviewed.

Aerosol or Liquid Collection and Detection in Minutes with BioFlash
Scott Perschke, Chief Scientific Officer, PathSensors, Inc.
The BioFlash-E® collects and analyzes air samples for the presence of up to 16 different biological agents simultaneously, with a time to result of less than 5 minutes. Liquid samples can also be analyzed with similar throughput. CANARY® biosensors which are incorporated in the platform provide high sensitivity and specificity to the detection of toxins and pathogens.

Cough Analyzer of Airborne Bacteria for Lung Infection Diagnosis
Ramzi Joseph Nasr, Chief Technical Officer, Deton Corp.
Multiple diagnostics for lung infections rely on sputum samples. Sputum samples are difficult to collect and are contaminated by saliva, lowering their quality. With Deton's device, a patient wears a disposable mask and coughs naturally into a novel impactor that breaks up the cough droplets in air and collects their DNA. The device serves as a point-of-care diagnostic or SSM replacement with an estimated available yearly market of 280 million tests.
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